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Abstract. In the low part of the Aconcagua upper basin (central Chile) some thermal springs outflow at different elevation 

and are spatially related to the Pocuro Fault Zone (PFZ). The PFZ could act as conduit allowing fluid circulation throughout 
its damage zone. The outcrops related to this fault zone show the presence of several hydrothermal minerals filling fractures 
and veins suggesting a hotter fluid circulation in the past. To better understand the groundwater circulation and fluid evolution 
in this complex system we have used Reactive Transport Models. By means of Crunchflow software the mineralogical, 
hydrogeological and geochemical set was implemented to reproduce the field observations. Three different scenarios have 
been run using actual hydrochemical composition until to reach the goal. The principal result indicates that we are able to 
reproduce the observed minerals precipitation considering the system under hydrothermal conditions at 500 m depth.  
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1 Introduction 

Fractures are important flow pathways in subsurface 

environments, especially in formations with relatively low 

permeability. Fractures dominate fluid migration and solute 

transport in these systems and control fluid−rock interactions 

causing mineralogical changes. Understand the fracture 

alteration, due to physicochemical reactions, is critical for 

fluids migration prediction and is relevant to multiple 

environmental challenges as groundwater circulation 

understanding and geothermal system assessment. 

Reactive Transport Modeling (RTM) is an essential tool for 

the analysis of physicochemical processes in fractured 

systems, and can describe the interactions of competing 

processes at a range of spatial and time scales (Steefel et 

al., 2005). Thus, the reactive transport simulation is an 

important interpretative tool for unraveling interactions 

between fluid flow, rocks and fractures.  

In the low part of upper Aconcagua basin (central Chile), the 

rocks are fractured by numerous sets of joint and secondary 

faults around to a regional scale master fault (the Pocuro 

Fault Zone, PFZ). Many of these structures are filled by high 

temperature secondary minerals (Padilla and Vergara, 1985) 

indicating that in the area was circulating hotter fluids than 

today. In this area several low-temperature (18,9 – 27,7°C) 

thermal springs outflow at different elevation spatially related 

to the PFZ. In this complex system it is important understand 

how the fault influences the groundwater flow and 

hydrothermal evolution. 

Our target is the assessment of the system conditions to 

reproduce the observed minerals precipitations using as 

input a spring hydrogeochemical data. To constrain 

temperature, pressure and time we used CrunchFlow 

software (Steefel, 2009) to simulate different scenarios.  

2 Geological setting 

The study area is located in the central valley of central 

Chile, between 32° 25'S - 32° 60'S geographic coordinates.  

The exposed rocks correspond to thick stratified Mesozoic to 

Cenozoic sequences from the Andean Cordillera, deposited 

in continental environment, constituted by porphyric 

andesitic lavas and volcaniclastic deposits. Minor Cenozoic 

granitoids intrude this stratified sequence.  Finally, 

Quaternary basins, composed mostly by alluvial deposits, 

are locally observed. In addition, granitic rocks intrude into 

sedimentary rocks. 

Most of the stratified rocks had been affected by pervasive 
hydrothermal alteration mostly controlled by the PFZ. The 
rocks present almost total obliteration of the primary 
mineralogy but preserving primary texture. Main 
hydrothermal minerals identified by means of XRD are 
albite, calcite, quartz, chlorite, epidote, laumontite, wairakite, 
and yugawaralite. These hydrothermal minerals suggest 
that, at least in the past, the PFZ acted as a conduit that 
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allowed the circulation of high temperature fluids (120 - 
250°C).  

3 Methodology 

Reactive Transport Modeling scenarios were implemented 

using Crunchflow software. Three scenarios are proposed 

considering a time of 1000 years (Fig. 1): i) modelling the 

actual physicochemical conditions of the system; ii) using 

the first scenario conditions and adding a gradual increase in 

global temperature; iii) an input of deep high temperature 

fluid (250°C) is added in the fault zone with two sub-

scenarios for different initial compositions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Results 

Running the first scenario (i) only calcite precipitation occurs 

(0,2% maximum volume). When the global temperature of 

the system is fixed at 100°C (simulation ii.4) calcite 

precipitation occurs and also begins to slightly precipitate 

epidote (maximum volume 0,4%) and scarce chlorite. 

Finally, the input of high temperature fluids scenario (iii) (fig. 

2) allows the silica formation. In addition considering chloride 

deep fluids wairakite precipitates where this fluid enter into 

the system, reaching 5% of the total volume. 

5 Conclusions 

The results confirm that the proposed scenarios are able to 

reproduce the mineralogical and hydrochemical setting 

observed in the study area. Fluid - rock interactions are the 

most important processes and are influenced by chemical 

composition of fluids. Simulations suggest a sequence able 

to explain the observed hydrothermal system: a) circulation 

of high temperature chloride fluids (iii scenario) with 

wairakite and silica precipitation; b) then a system cooling (ii 

scenario), probably due to dilution with recharge water 

where epidote and chlorite precipitation occur; c) a final 

situation similar to the present day one where calcite 

precipitation is the main mineral precipitation. 

Moreover, the wairakite-epidote-yugawaralite association is 

a typical hydrothermal paragenesis of geothermal systems, 

suggesting that high thermal gradient were available by the 

PFZ in the past. 
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Fig. 1. Flow chart that illustrates the methodology used in this work.  

Fig. 2. Scene III: Secondary minerals evolution in 1000 years. 

a) Calcite; b) SiO2; c) Zoisite and d) Wairakite. 


